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A new index for detecting the damage severity in structural elements by combining modal parameters is
proposed in this study. The index is based on the combined effect of both the natural frequencies and mode
shapes when a change in stiffness of the structural element occurs.  In order to demonstrate the significance and
capability of this new algorithm, the magnitude of damage was calculated from a finite element model of
a beam-like structure model and comparisons with previous algorithms were carried out. The new index called
Combined Parameter Index (CPI) compares the factor of reduction in stiffness according to reduction in natural
frequencies and also the factor of reduction in stiffness according to change in mode shape. Various damage
levels starting from reduction in stiffness of 1% were adopted to validate the sensitivity of the new index to
detect the damage severity at various deterioration levels. Mid-span and quarter-span damage positions were
adopted to verify the capability of the new damage index to detect the damage severity at various locations.
Moreover, damage in support condition was investigated in order to ascertain that the new damage index can
also identify support damage cases. The results indicate that the new index has better ability and higher
sensitivity to determine the severity of the damage due to stiffness changes in the element or support. In
addition, the CPI exhibits sensitivity to detect lower level of damage occurring at earlier stage by having the
ability to detect a damage of 1% reduction in the structural element stiffness or elastic bearing stiffness.

Keywords: damage detection, frequency reduction index FRI, mode shape reduction index MSRI, modal
assurance criteria MAC, combined parameter index CPI, elastic bearing stiffness

1. Introduction

Many engineering structures when exposed to various external loads such as
earthquakes, traffic, explosion and vibration during their lifetime, suffer damage and
deterioration over the years. This seriously affects their performance and may even
lead to structural failure. Similar phenomenon is observed in aerospace and
mechanical engineering. In addition, inspection of structural components for damage
is essential in decision making on the maintenance of such structures. Dynamic testing
has become an increasingly popular and important tool in structural health monitoring
with the purpose of identifying damage. Classification for damage identification is
defined at four levels with increasing difficulty of determination, namely detection of
presence of damage, quantification of severity, locating damage position and
prediction of the remaining service life of the structure [23]. To date, vibration-based
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damage identification methods applied to civil engineering structural elements provide
for the first two levels of damage identification with sufficient degree of reliability.

The basic idea behind this approach is that modal parameters i.e. natural frequency,
mode shape and modal damping are functions of physical properties of structures
namely mass, damping and stiffness. Therefore, any change in the physical properties
will cause detectable changes in the modal parameters. Since the measuring of natural
frequency is easier than that of change in structural damping, change can be detected
from dynamic analysis using natural frequency and mode shapes. However, there is
some debate on whether the use of modal parameters is significant enough to be
a good indicator of damage or deterioration. From previous studies, it is observed that
the effect on natural frequency when damage occurs in a structure is often of relatively
low sensitivity. The low sensitivity of frequency shifts to damage requires either very
precise measurements or large levels of damage. The alternative to using natural
frequency as damage identification is by using mode shape, with the use of Modal
Assurance Criteria MAC to determine the level of correlation between modes from the
control beam and those from the damaged beam.

There have been many previous studies related to the use of natural frequency or
mode shape in damage identification. Non-destructive evaluation procedure for detecting
a crack and identifying the location and size of the crack in one dimensional beam type
structure using the natural frequency data have been proposed, [16]. The application and
accuracy of the proposed procedure was demonstrated by comparison with the results
obtained in the literature, [21], on crack detection in a cantilever beam. Experimental
investigation to study the effect of corrosion on the modal parameters of RC Beams was
carried out, where the trend in the measured natural frequencies was sensitive to the
deterioration state of beams, [1]. Different criteria based on frequencies or mode shapes
were applied to detect damage in RC beams for which a few natural frequencies and
mode shapes were obtained by experimental modal analysis. Similarly, Local Modal
Stiffness was proposed as a new damage detection methodology, [20]. Two damage-
sensitive features were used to detect the damage by simulating different damage
scenarios. The two features are modal flexibility-based deflection and curvature, where
both obtained from dynamic parameters. The experimental results showed that both
deflection and curvature showed high sensitivity for damage detection and localization,
[2]. A new damage detection technique based on the irregularity profile of structural
mode shape was proposed, [26]. The results led to the conclusion that the proposed
technique required low measurement resolution and that the successful detection of
damage on the composite beam proved that the proposed technique was capable of
assessing both the location and the size of the crack. The change in wave times was
explored as a structural health monitoring method, using strong motion data from the
Imperial Valley Earthquake of 1979, [25]. Problems related to damage detection using
output only vibration measurement systems under changing environmental conditions
were investigated, [5]. Damage localization feature called modal damping factor was
proposed where the study explored a methodology to reduce the amount of conventional
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sensors with the aim of locating damage for low cost on components that are subject to
impact during service, [18]. An innovative health monitoring methodology based on
structural strain measurement was proposed; the measurements were then processed by
a back-propagation, feed forward, artificial neural network. The proposed methodology,
demonstrated on a cracked aircraft lap-joint structure to evaluate its capability and
drawbacks in predicting fatigue damaged states, had good capability to predict accurately
the crack position and the length of a lap-joint structure, [12].

The effects of input and output noise on the estimation of transfer entropy were
evaluated. The study found that input noise lessens the sensitivity of the damage feature
by diminishing the ability of the non-parametric density estimation to produce low
variance transfer entropy estimation. The study also concluded that output noise had an
effect on the feature’s sensitivity, [19]. A new proposal for a hybrid health monitoring
system was offered, using sequential vibration impedance approaches, to detect damage
in pre-stress concrete bridge girders, [13]. Several vibration-based statistical time series
were applied as structural health monitoring methods on lightweight aluminium truss
structures, [14]. An autoregressive model used the acceleration time histories obtained
from two experimental structures in the literature, [15]. The coefficients of the
autoregressive model became the damage-sensitive features and acted as input into an
artificial neural network. A method for detecting damage in structures without baseline
state information was proposed, [22]. The study found that it is possible to identify the
location and severity of damage based on singular value decomposition. A wavelet-
based method, which not only localized multiple damage sites but also provided
information on when the damage occurred was proposed, [27]. Lower modes are found
to have higher sensitivity to the change in the support conditions, [7–9]. An analytical
model for detecting cracks in a cantilever beam using the modal parameters i.e. natural
frequencies and mode shapes, was developed, [11] and found that both modal
parameters are affected by the crack regardless of its position or size. A new damage
detection index based on combined mode shape vectors and its curvature was developed
and it was verified to have higher sensitivity than existing algorithms, [8].

From all the previous studies, it can be concluded that the natural frequency relates
well to the global stiffness of structures but is less sensitive to local stiffness change.
On the other hand, the use of mode shape and its derivatives, in relation to changes in
the local stiffness of structures has been more promising for ascertaining damage
location. Thus, the objective of this study is to develop a Health Monitoring Index
HMI for detecting damage severity by combining both natural frequency and mode
shape through the use of eigenvalue and eigenvectors. In addition, the results obtained
by using the proposed HMI will be compared with other indicators.

2. Theoretical development

In this section, a new proposed technique that utilizes both the eigenvalue and
eigenvectors as damage identification indicators will be discussed. The indicator,
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called Combined Parameters Index (or CPI), is the stiffness percentage ratio of the
damaged case to the control case. CPI eliminates all the positive values of this ratio
and will average out the negative values for each mode. In addition, this section will
summarize and revise two other indicators found in literature that will be used for
comparison to CPI. The first indicator is the Frequency Reduction Index (FRI) which
is based on the reduction of natural frequency to locate damage; the second is the
Mode Shape Reduction Factor (MSRI) which uses the changes in mode shape through
Modal Assurance Criteria MAC.

2.1. Developed index: Combined Parameters Index (CPI)

The free vibration dynamic equilibrium equation can be expressed as:

M q�� (t) + Kq(t) = 0, (1)

where:
K – the stiffness matrix,
M – the analytical mass matrix.
The computation of eigenvalue and eigenvectors for Equation (1) can be found in

many references, [6, 10–17]. The solution to Equation (1) will have the form:

q(t) = �me� t,                                                                                                                  (2)

where � = ± i�m, taking � = + i�m and i2 = –1 gives:

q�� (t) = – �m
2�m

ti m�e . (3)

Substituting Equations 2 and 3 into Equation 1, and rearranged will lead to the
Eigenvalue problem:

(K – �m
2M)�m = 0.                                                                                                      (4)

Equation 4 can be re-written as:

K�m = �m
2M�m. (5)

Taking � = – i�m gives the same solution as in Equations 4 and 5.
The Eigenvalue problem has m = 1.....n solutions � �� �� �mm �

�
� 	and2� , and each

solution satisfies Equation (5). Taking into account a solutions corresponding to the
first a natural modes (Eigenvectors), Equation (5) can be re-written in compact form as:

K � = M � A (6)
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or

� � � � � �,,...,,...,,..., 22
111 aaa diag ��		
		 MK

where:
a – the mode number,
K = [�]axa – the stiffness matrix,
M = [�]axa – the mass matrix,
� = [ ��� ]nxa – the Eigenvector matrix,
A = [� ]axa – the Eigenvalue matrix.
For the purpose of this study, the number of solutions and thus of the Eigenvalues

must be taken equal to the number of the degrees of freedom and thus of Eigenvectors;
one Eigenvalue thus means one Eigenvector and n Eigenvalues implies n Eigenvectors.

The Eigenvector indicator matrix �* = [ ��� ]axa is built by using the peak values of
the measured modal displacement for the particular mode number a; for mode
numbers less than a, the values that correspond to the peak value location of mode
number a are utilized. Figure 1 shows how to fill up the cells of the �* matrix if four
modes are adopted, where it shows the selection of the degree of freedoms D1 to D4
as the peak values on the fourth mode shape (M4) and utilizing the same points
D1–D4 on Modes 1, 2 and 3 (M1, M2 and M3). The first column in the �* matrix will
be filled up with the values of D1 at cell (1, 1) to D4 at cell (4, 1) from first Mode
(M1), and the same way for the rest of the columns until the fourth column, which
would be filled up with values of D1 to D4 in cells (1, 4) to cell (4, 4) from the fourth
mode (M4). The Eigenvalue indicator matrix A* = [� ]axa contains the measured
Eigenvalues for each mode until mode number a in the diagonal.

For the case when four modes are considered as shown in Figure 1, the Eigenvector
indicator matrix �* and Eigenvalue indicator matrix A* for the fourth mode are as
follows:

,
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Fig. 1. Selection of peak points on the highest mode and utilization
for the remaining modes (Mode 4 is the highest mode)
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Based on Eigenvector indicator matrix �* and eigenvalue indicator matrix A*,
Equation 6 can be re-written as

K* �* = M* �*A*,   (9)

where K* and M* are stiffness and mass indicator matrices.
Based on the assumption made for the purpose of this study by taking the number

of the Eigenvalues equal to the number of the eigenvectors, the indicator matrix �*

is a square matrix and thus its inverse can exist. Equation (9) can be further reduced
into:

K* = M* �*A*(�*)–1 (10)

For comparison of stiffness indicator matrices of both the undamaged (control) and
damaged cases, considering that there is no reduction in mass for the damaged case,
the matrix M* remains constant for both control and damaged beams. Equation (10)
can be re-written as:

� � ,
1*** �


 cccc �A�K* (11)

� � ,
1*** �


 dddd �A�K* (12)

where indices c and d  represent control and damaged cases, respectively.
Subsequently, the Combined Parameters Index matrix, CPI = [�]axa, at each cell of

the matrix is defined by

� �
� � ,

,
,1),CPI( *

*

��
�

�
��
�

�
�


jiK
jiKji

c

d (13)

The CPI will be calculated at each cell of the CPI(i, j) matrix, and then the average
of the (a × a) cell values will be found to obtain one single value as shown in
Equation (14) below:

� �
,

,CPI
CPI

,
,1

aa
ji� ajai

aji

�








  (14)

where:
CPI – the single value for the matrix CPI(i, j),
i – the number of the eigenvalue,
j – the number of the eigenvector,
a – the total number of eigenvalues or eigenvectors.
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2.2. Index based on Natural Frequency

The natural frequency, f, for transverse free vibration of a simply supported
Bernoulli-Euler beam with similar dimensions, [3,  4, 24], is given by:

,
2
�

4

2

mL
Elnf 
 (15)

where:
n – mode number,
m – mass per unit length,
L – span length. The natural frequency is proportional to the square root of its

flexural rigidity, EI,

,Elf �  (16)

which implies that a change in flexural rigidity will contribute to the change in natural
frequency. The Frequency Reduction Index (FRI) can be defined as:

%,1001
,

, ��
�
�

�
�
�
�

�
�


ci

di

f
f

FRI (17)

where fi,c and fi,d are the natural frequency at i-th mode for control and damaged beams,
respectively.

2.3. Index based on mode shape

The method used to ascertain configuration errors between experimental mode
shapes and eigenvectors predicted from the finite element model is called modal
assurance criterion (MAC), [6]. For the purpose of the damage detection and in case of
available data at the undamaged case of the structure (control case), the MAC is
a correlation between mode shapes of damaged and undamaged cases as given by the
following formula:

,
))((

  MAC
1 ,,1 ,,

2

1 ,,

��
�








��

�

 n

i cici
n

i cici

n

i dici

����

��
 (18)

where �i,c and �i,d are the mode shape vectors at i-th mode for control c and damaged
d beam, respectively.
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Utilizing the concept in the previous paragraph, Mode Shape Reduction Index (MSRI)
which is an indicator that utilizes only the mode shapes, is defined by the following
formula:

%.100)MAC1(MSRI ��
 (19)

3. Case study

To demonstrate the significance and capability of the proposed index, one finite-
element beamlike structure model was built to represent control and damaged cases.
The span length of the beam was 3250 mm with a cross-sectional area of 150 mm by
250 mm. The sensitivity level of the new index attempted to detect different damage
levels and locations. It also attempted to detect deterioration in elastic-bearing
stiffness for cases of bridge girders. Since the dynamic parameters are related to the
stiffness of the structural element, the damage is presented by reducing the modules of
elasticity E values. The Stiffness Reduction Ratio (SRR) was adopted as denotation
for the damage level and can be calculated as:

SRR = (1 – Ed/Ec). 100%, (20)

where:
Ed – the modulus of elasticity value for the damage cases,
Ec – the modulus of elasticity for the control case.
Four levels of stiffness were adopted as the control where E is 200 GPa, and the

SRR was 0%: the first damage level is the smallest level where the SRR was 1% (E is
198 GPa), the second damage level is the medium level where the SRR was 5% (E is
190 GPa) and the third damage level is the higher level where the SRR was 12.5%
(E is 175 GPa). The same levels were examined for different damage locations; the
first damage was located at the mid-span and the second damage was located at the
quarter-span. A total of six cases for different SRR levels and different damage
locations were adopted. Table 1 shows the SRR adopted in the present study. Figure 2
shows the beamlike structure model for the control beam, mid-span damage, and
quarter-span damage.

Table 1. Damage cases adopted in present study
Stiffness Damage Cases Stiffness Reduction Ratio SRR Damage Location

Control C 0% N/A
SD1 1% Mid-Span
SD2 5% Mid-Span
SD3 12.5% Mid-Span
SD4 1% Quarter-Span
SD5 5% Quarter-Span
SD6 12.5% Quarter-Span
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a)
Control

Beam Model

b)
Mid-span
damage
model

c)
Quarter-span

damage
model

Fig. 2. Beam like structure model used in present study

For support stiffness in cases when elastic bearing was used, four cases were
adopted: the control case, when both supports are fixed on elastic bearing with
stiffness K of 50000 N/mm; the first damage case where there was 1% deterioration in
elastic-bearing stiffness; the second damage case where there was 5% deterioration in
elastic bearing stiffness; and the third damage case where there was deterioration of
12.5% in elastic-bearing stiffness. Elastic Bearing Stiffness Reduction Ratio (EBSRR)
was adopted to indicate the elastic-bearing stiffness case where:

EBSRR = (1 – Kd/Kc). 100%, (21)

where:
Kd – the elastic bearing stiffness for the damage cases,
Kc – the elastic bearing stiffness for the control case.
Table 2 shows the EBSRR adopted in the present study. Utilizing a general-

purpose finite-element package that is based on the displacement method, one two-
dimensional finite-element model was constructed to represent the beamlike structure
model. The beam model was built by using a 4-node plane stress element. Figure 3
shows a typical model for the beam constructed using software. The physical and
material properties of the beam were Poisson’s ratio of 0.2, mass density of 7850
kg/m3 and Young’s modulus of 200 GPa for the control case. These vary from one
damage case to another. The self-weight was computed by taking gravitational
acceleration as 9.81 m/s2 in the –y direction.

Initially, Eigen analyses were performed so that modal parameters for the control
beam model could be approximated. Next, the damage was created on the beam model by
changing the value of the modules of elasticity first at the mid-span surface (Figure 2b)
and secondly at the quarter-span surface (Figure 2c). The damage was created by
changing the elastic-bearing stiffness on both sides as shown in Table 2. At each
damaged case, eigenvalue analysis was again performed to obtain the modal parameters
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relevant to the damage case induced. Finally, the indices FRI, MSRI, and CPI were
calculated for the first four bending modes.

Table 2. Support Condition cases adopted in present study
Elastic Bearing Stiffness Reduction Ratio EBSRRSupport

condition cases Left Support Right Support
Datum D 0 % 0 %

SC1 1 % 1 %
SC2 5 % 5 %
SC3 12.5 % 12.5 %

Fig. 3. Finite Element modelling for the beam like structure model

4. Results and discussion

This section will present the results from the analytical modelling of the beamlike
structure used in the present study. First, the dynamic parameters as natural
frequencies and mode shapes were carried out using Eigen analysis. Then, the damage
detection indices FRI, MSRI, and CPI were calculated. Results were divided into two
sections: Structural Element Stiffness Reduction Damage, when the value of the
modules of elasticity have changed at the mid-span and quarter-span, and elastic-
bearing stiffness reduction damage, when the support conditions have been changed
from fixed to hinged at one or both of the support sides.

4.1. Structural element stiffness reduction damage

This section will show the results of the calculations of FRI, MSRI, and CPI for
the first four modes of the control-beam model and three different damaged levels as
1%, 5%, and 12.5% reduction in E value at the mid-span and quarter-span of the
beam model (Figures 1b–1c). Figures 4 and 5 show the comparison of the FRI
values at different damage levels for damage located at mid-span and quarter-span,
respectively.
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Fig. 4. FRI index values for different damage levels located at mid-span

Fig. 5. FRI index values for different damage levels located at quarter-span

Fig. 6. MSRI index values for different damage levels located at mid-span
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Fig. 7. MSRI index values for different damage levels located at quarter-span

FRI results showed that the first and the third modes are the most sensitive to detect
damage severity when the damage was located at mid-span, while modes two and three
were the most sensitive when the damage was located at the quarter-span. The higher
FRI values for all the modes were at the highest damage level at SRR 12.5% for both
damage locations. First mode showed the highest value for damage located at mid-span,
while mode two had the highest value when the damage was located at the quarter-span.
Figures 6 and 7 show graphically the comparison of MSRI at different damage levels for
damage located at mid-span and quarter-span respectively.

MSRI values had lower sensitivity than FRI, where the higher MSRI value was
0.05% at the third mode when the SRR was 12.5% for damage located at quarter-span.
However, modes 3 and 4 had higher sensitivity than the first two modes. Figures 8 and 9
show graphically the comparison of CPI at different damage levels for damage located
at mid-span and quarter-span, respectively.

Fig. 8. CPI index values for different damage levels located at mid-span
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Fig. 9. CPI index values for different damage levels located at quarter-span

The new damage detection index, CPI, had more sensitivity then both indices,
where the higher CPI value was 3.9% at the SRR and 12.5% for damage located at
quarter-span. In addition, all the four modes show good sensitivity in detecting the
damage, with increasing values corresponding to increase in the stiffness-reduction
ratio. Moreover, the fourth mode was the most sensitive. The CPI results display
unexpected behaviour, with modes two and four (antisymmetric modes) able to detect
the damage located at the mid-span, as opposed to FRI and MSRI which show less
sensitivity. This is because the values of FRI and MSRI for these antisymmetric
modes rely on each mode separately, and due to the antisymmetric shape, less
sensitivity was observed. The CPI values at the antisymmetric modes also rely on the
odd modes (first and third modes) as discussed in the construction of the Eigenvalue
and Eigenvector matrixes in Equations 9 and 10 and Figure 1. For the second mode,
the CPI will take into consideration the eigenvector and eigenvalue for the first modes, and
for the fourth mode it will take into consideration the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the
first, second and third modes. This helps to improve the sensitivity of the antisymmetric
modes to detect the damage located at mid-span.

The results show that the sensitivity of the indices for all the modes increased
corresponding to the increase in the damage level. In order to compare the sensitivity
for existing and developed damage severity indexes at different damage location each
damage level separately, Figures 10 and 11 show the comparison of the indices for the
SRR of 1% and damage located at mid-span and quarter-span, respectively.

The results show that the CPI had more sensitivity than the FRI and MSRI, and it
increased the sensitivity for both damage locations. The result of the smallest damage
level validates the CPI as a sensitive index that can detect damage even with small
levels, whether at mid-span or quarter-span. The results show that CPI has higher
sensitivity when the damage is located elsewhere than at mid-span.

Figures 12 and 3 show the comparison of the indices for SRR of 5% with damage
located at mid-span and quarter-span, respectively.
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Fig. 10. CPI comparisons with FRI & MSRI for damage located at mid-span

Fig. 11. CPI comparisons with FRI & MSRI for damage located at quarter-span

Fig. 12. CPI comparisons with FRI & MSRI for damage at mid-span

Fig. 13. CPI comparisons with FRI & MSRI for damage at quarter-span
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The results prove the higher sensitivity of the CPI compared to the FRI and MSRI.
They also show that CPI sensitivity increases when the damage is located elsewhere
than mid-span.

Figures 14 and 15 show the index comparisons for the SRR of 12.5% and damage
located at mid-span and quarter-span, respectively.

The results prove the higher sensitivity of the CPI compared to the other indices.
The results show that the CPI sensitivity increases for the damage cases when it is
located elsewhere than mid-span.

The results prove that for the FRI, the first mode was the most sensitive when the
damage was located at mid-span and the second mode was the most sensitive when it
was located at quarter-span. For the MSRI, the third mode was the most sensitive
wherever the damage, while for the CPI, the fourth mode had the highest sensitivity,
wherever the damage. The results show that for all the damage levels, all the available
modes, and all damage locations, the CPI increased the sensitivity of the FRI and
MSRI by at least twice.

Fig. 14. CPI comparisons with FRI & MSRI for damage at mid-span

Fig. 15. CPI comparisons with FRI & MSRI for damage at quarter-span

The results prove the higher sensitivity of the CPI compared to the other indices.
The results show that the CPI sensitivity increases for the damage cases when it is
located elsewhere than mid-span.
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The results prove that for the FRI, the first mode was the most sensitive when the
damage was located at mid-span and the second mode was the most sensitive when it
was located at quarter-span. For the MSRI, the third mode was the most sensitive
wherever the damage, while for the CPI, the fourth mode had the highest sensitivity,
wherever the damage. The results show that for all the damage levels, all the available
modes, and all damage locations, the CPI increased the sensitivity of the FRI and
MSRI by at least twice.

The average percentage values for mode 1 to mode 4 of the three indices were
calculated based on algebraic averaging of the index values for the four modes.
Figures 16 and 17 show the graph versus the percentages of the SRR for damage
located at mid-span and quarter-span, respectively.

Fig. 16. Indices average values corresponding to damage ratios for damage located at mid-span

Fig. 17. Indices average values corresponding to damage ratios for damage located at quarter-span

The results showed that the MSRI was the least sensitive at all damage levels, the
CPI was the most sensitive to any change in stiffness, and the FRI was between these
two indices. For the smallest damage level when SRR was 1%, the CPI increased
sensitivity by 3.6 and 3.2 times when the damage was located mid-span and quarter-
span, respectively. For the second damage level where SRR was 5%, the CPI
increased sensitivity by 3.5 and 3.7 times when the damage was located at mid-span
and quarter-span, respectively. For the higher damage level when SRR was 12.5%, the
CPI increased sensitivity up to 3.2 and 3.4 times when the damage was located at mid-
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span and quarter-span, respectively. The averaging results validate the CPI as the
higher sensitivity index compared to FRI and MSRI and prove its capability to detect
damage located at mid-span and quarter-span.

4.2. Elastic bearing stiffness reduction damage

This section will present the results from the calculation of the FRI, MSRI, and CPI
for the first four modes of the control beam model and two support stiffness
deterioration levels. Figures 18–20 show the comparison of FRI, MSRI and CPI,
respectively, at different values of elastic-bearing stiffness.

Fig. 18. FRI index values for different elastic bearing damage levels

Fig. 19. MSRI index values for different elastic bearing damage levels

The results show that for the FRI, mode one was the most sensitive. For the MSRI,
modes one and four had good sensitivity compared to the other modes; however, it
still had a very small amount of sensitivity. The CPI had a higher sensitivity for all
modes, and mode three was the most sensitive. The sensitivity of all indices increased
corresponding to the increase in the support stiffness deterioration level.
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Fig. 20. CPI index values for different elastic bearing damage levels

The results show that for the FRI, mode one was the most sensitive. For the MSRI,
modes one and four had good sensitivity compared to the other modes; however, it
still had a very small amount of sensitivity. The CPI had a higher sensitivity for all
modes, and mode three was the most sensitive. The sensitivity of all indices increased
corresponding to the increase in the support stiffness deterioration level.

Figures 21–23 show the indices results at EBSRR of 1%, 5% and 12.5%,
respectively. The results showed that the CPI had higher sensitivity than FRI and
MSRI. Mode three was the most sensitive mode for the CPI index. CPI increased
sensitivity by at least 20 times even for the smallest support stiffness deterioration
level.

The average percentage values for mode 1 to mode 4 of the three indices were
calculated based on algebraic averaging of the index values for the four modes. Figure
24 shows the average values corresponding to the elastic bearing stiffness reduction
ratio.

Fig. 21. CPI comparisons with FRI & MSRI for EBSRR of 1%
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The results showed that the MSRI was the least sensitive for all elastic-bearing
damage levels and CPI the most sensitive to any change in stiffness. The CPI
increased sensitivity by 27, 31 and 33 times when the EBSRR was 1%, 5% and
12.5%, respectively. The averaging results for all considered modes validate the CPI as
a higher sensitivity index and prove its capability to detect support damage even with
small levels.

Fig. 22. CPI comparisons with FRI & MSRI for EBSRR of 5%

Fig. 23. CPI comparisons with FRI & MSRI for EBSRR of 12.5%

Fig. 24. Indices average values corresponding to the support stiffness reduction ratio
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5. Conclusions

The following conclusions can be drawn based on the results from the present
study.
� The new damage detection index CPI has higher sensitivity than the existing

indices even for a small damage ratio of 1%, which is an increase in the sensitivity by
at least 3.2 times.
� The results validate the CPI’s capability to detect the damage and to have higher

sensitivity for both damage locations, at mid-span and at quarter-span.
� The calculation method of CPI helped to improve the sensitivity of the

antisymmetric modes in detecting damage located at the mid-span, in comparison to
the FRI and MSRI.
� The CPI’s sensitivity will be higher when the damage is located elsewhere than

mid-span.
� The CPI increased sensitivity much more than the other indices in the case of

deterioration in elastic bearing, with a 27 times increase in sensitivity.
� CPI is more sensitive in the case of elastic-bearing deterioration than for the

cases of the structural-element stiffness.
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��czny parametr modalny jako indeks identyfikacji zniszczenia
konstrukcji belkowych: podstawy teoretyczne i weryfikacja numeryczna

W pracy zaproponowano nowy indeks wykrywania stanu uszkodzenia w elementach
konstrukcyjnych, który bazuje na ��cznym wykorzystaniu parametrów modalnych. Indeks
wykorzystuje efekt zmian cz�sto�ci w�asnych i zmian kszta�tu formy w�asnej, które towarzysz�
zmianie sztywno�ci uszkodzonego elementu. Znaczenie i mo	liwo�ci proponowanego podej�cia
porównano z innymi algorytmami wykrywania uszkodze
 wykorzystuj�c w tym celu analiz�
konstrukcji belkowych metod� elementów sko
czonych. Nowy indeks (Combined Parameter
Index (CPI)) porównuje efekt redukcji sztywno�ci ze zmian� cz�sto�ci i zmian� kszta�tu formy
w�asnej. Testowano ró	ne poziomy i usytuowania miejsc obni	enia sztywno�ci modeluj�ce
stopie
 degradacji konstrukcji w celu kalibracji wra	liwo�ci proponowanego indeksu zniszczenia.
CPI testowano tak	e na konstrukcjach z uszkodzonymi wi�ziami podporowymi. Otrzymane
wyniki wskazuj�, 	e proponowany indeks CPI wykazuje du	e mo	liwo�ci i wra	liwo�� – jest
skuteczny ju	 od poziomu 1% utraty sztywno�ci – w wykrywaniu stanu uszkodze
 elementów
i wi�zi podporowych konstrukcji.
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